
Contents:

P1 - 1 x Front foot

P2 - 1 x Back foot  

P3 - 1 x Back rest  

P4 - 1 x Pedal mechanism  

P4 - 1 x Seat plate  

P5 - 1 x Seat cushion      

P7 - 1 x Seat frame

P8 - 1 x Desktop

PP8 - Left and right frame side guards

P9 - 1 x White desk frame 

P10 - 1 x Adjustable desktop upright support

P11 - 1 x Desktop horizontal support

Hardware:

Junior
Pedal Desk
Code: ERPD
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Elizabeth Richards School Supplies PTY LTD
Ph: 1300 137 064

E: sales@elizabethrichards.com.au
www.elizabethrichards.com.au

4 x Front and
back feet bolts 30mm

4 x Seat plate
bolts 15mm

2 x Desktop and seat
adjustment knobs

2 x Pedal mechanism
bolts 84mm

4 x Desk support
bolts 15mm 

6 x Cushion and
backrest bolts 30mm 

4 x Desk top
screws 17mm

4 x Front and back
feet end caps

16 x Frame guard
screws 6mm

1 x Bag of tools
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Meets Australian Safety Standards
AS/NZS  4610.1:2020, 

4610.2:2020 and 1859.2:2017
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Place the end caps         on both
ends of the front        and back 
       feet and push on firmly.

To start: Unpack contents and lay out on the floor. Identify all panels and 
read  through instructions to familiarize yourself with the construction process.

Attach the front foot        to the
white desk frame        using 2 of
the M10x30mm feet bolts
using the allen key provided.

Attach the pedal mechanism 
        to the underside of the 
diagonal support on the white 
desk frame        using the 2 
M14x84mm pedal mechanism 
bolts with the black allen key 
and large wrench supplied.

Repeat the process for the
back-foot support         .
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4 x Front and back
feet end caps
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4 x Front and
back feet bolts 30mm

M10
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2 x Pedal mechanism
bolts 84mm

M14
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Attach the frame side guards 
(8) to the white desk frame (9) 
using the sixteen M4x6mm 
screws with the screwdriver 
supplied.

Align the desktop horizontal 
support (11) screw holes with 
the screw holes on the 
underside of the desktop (8) 
and attach using the four 
M6x15mm screws using the 
screwdriver supplied.

Remove the adjustable desktop 
upright support (10) from the 
white desk frame (9) and align 
the holes with the horizontal 
desktop support (11) and attach 
using the four M6x15mm bolts 
using the allen key supplied.
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16 x Frame guard
screws 6mm

M4

4 x Desk support
bolts 15mm 

M6

4 x Desk top
screws 17mm

M5
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Align the seat plate        with the 
holes on the seat frame        and 
attach using the four M8x15mm 
bolts using the allen key.

Align the back rest        with the 
holes on the upright of the seat 
frame and attached using two 
M8x30mm bolts and washers
using the small wrench.

Align the seat cushion        with 
the holes on the seat plate         
and attach using four of the 
M8x30mm bolts and washers 
using the small wrench.

Place the upright desktop 
support back into the white 
desk frame and secure with 
one of the height adjustment 
knobs        .
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4 x Seat plate
bolts 15mm

M8
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6 x Cushion and
backrest screws 30mm 

M8
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Insert the height adjustment 
knob         behind the seat
frame and secure.

Assembly is now complete.
** Remove clear plastic film 
from desktop prior to use**
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2 x Desktop and seat
adjustment knobs
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